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Problematic soils exist almost everywhere on the globe. State-of-the-art solutions tomake civil engineering infrastructures built on
them are still highly sought.+e CFG (cement-fly ash-gravel) pile composite foundation system has been widely used in buildings,
highways, railways, and bridge transition sections owing to its proven engineering characteristics in soft ground treatment. +is
paper discusses about the development and achievements of its engineering applications, along with possible future research
directions. +e remarkable evolution took place in the past to address projects’ strict differential and postconstruction settlement
control requirements including embedding the geosynthetic layer into the load transfer platform and combining it with rigid
slabs, as seen implemented in few CFG pile-supported embankments. It was also observed that the interaction of the existing CFG
pile composite foundation with an adjacent new foundation pit excavation inevitably presents a complex soil-structure interaction
mechanism among the fundamental components—the retaining wall, mat, piles, cushion, and soil.

1. Introduction

Consumption of industrial wastes as dust and/or aggregate
in geotechnical application is developing globally. Cement-
fly ash-gravel (CFG) piled composite foundation is a part of
it where the by-product fly ash is used as a constituent
material to improve poor engineering properties of soft or
weak foundation soils using column technology. A CFG pile
with higher bond strength is achieved by mixing cement, fly
ash, crushed stone, stone chips, and sand with water. An
increase in its engineering application has been seen in
China in the last decades with the aim to increase the overall
bearing capacity of the natural soft ground and reduce
possible uneven settlement of the foundation [1–5]. Steel
reinforcing bars are not usually needed inside the pile, and
the industrial waste-fly ash is used as an admixture for the
concrete [6].+e akin column technology commonly used to
improve the soft ground in the USA is termed as “rammed
aggregate piers.” [7] Other internationally practiced vertical
substructural elements installed to enhance the engineering

behaviour of the soft ground include geosynthetic-encased
stone columns [8], mechanically mixing in situ soil with
chemical agent-deepmixed columns (DM) [9, 10], and using
hydraulic means—grouted columns [11]. While reviewing
the latest research studies on the CFG pile composite
foundation, concepts were also taken from such similar soft
ground improvement technology. On the contrary, as the
word “composite” is conveniently used hereunder as
appeared as agreeably by practitioners and researchers in the
area, the reader is advised to avoid conflating the nomen-
clature with other composites prepared from packaging
materials such as biodegradable composites. So, one may
look at the works of several researchers viz. listed in [12–15]
for composites resulting from organic coatings, natural fi-
bres, and biopolymers.

Remarkable research works have experimentally, ana-
lytically, and numerically been carried out to comprehend
the mechanism of interaction among the soil, pile, and
supported structure in the CFG pile composite foundation
system [16–21]. Unlike the traditional pile foundation, piles
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in the CFG pile composite foundation receive structural load
in an integrated way that involves the contribution of top soil
between piles. +e bearing capacity of the soil between piles
is sufficiently utilised by providing an appropriate thickness
of the mattress layer between the piles’ head and the base of
the supported structure. Because of the stress concentration
on top of piles, piles will puncture upward into the cushion
layer (see Figure 1); thus, the load is partly transferred
through negative side friction developing on the upper pile
part. After the neutral depth, the negative skin friction re-
verts into positive. +e depth of the neutral plane is mostly
located above the mid; and for the rigid end-bearing pile
composite foundation, it may range from 0.15 to 0.35 times
the pile length [16, 22, 23]. In Figure 1, SS is the total
compression deformation of the soil between piles; δp is the
total compression deformation of the rigid pile; S1 and S2 are
the settlement difference between the top and the bottom of
the soil layer in the reinforcement area after loading, and S3
and S4 are the settlement of the pile top and the pile bottom,
respectively; δ1 and δ2 are the rigid pile head puncture into
the cushion layer and its tip settlement in the underlying soil
layer, respectively; l and l0 are the pile length and the depth
of the neutral plane, respectively; and hc is the thickness of
the interposed layer.

Many authors studied the effect of cushion thickness and
its engineering properties on the load redistribution
mechanism [24–27]. Studies indicated that, beyond a certain
thickness, the cushion effectiveness appeared to be quite
negligible. Similarly, the increase in the cushion thickness
beyond the optimum depth level had limited influence on
the depth of the neutral surface and pile-soil stress ratio.
+us, for a reasonable and efficient load distribution of pile-
soil, an appropriate thickness of the cushion layer shall be
provided. Experimental and numerical analyses have indi-
cated that the pile-soil stress ratio increased as the loading
increased to a certain level to attain a stable state afterward
[23, 28, 29]. One can easily observe from Figure 2 that the
pile-soil stress ratio depends on multiple parameters; for
example, it decreases as the thickness of the cushion layer
increases and gets approximately a constant value at some
point [23, 30–32].

+e pile-soil stress ratio is an important reflection pa-
rameter for the working condition of the CFG pile composite
foundation. Tradigo et al. [33] discussed the mechanism of
cushion layer compression during vertical load transmis-
sion. +ey showed that, as the two stiff bodies (pile and raft)
approached the cushion from top and bottom, plastic strains
developed and spread from the head of the piles. Based on
deformation and shear strain contours in the cushion layer,
Rui et al. [34] discussed developing a soil-arching phe-
nomenon with a multitrapdoor test apparatus and verified
the similarity of the slip surface and deformation pattern
with that of the diffusion cone model.+ey disclosed that the
cushion’s load redistribution capability depended on the
interposed layer thickness and its properties, as well as pile
spacing. Boussetta et al. [35] investigated the cushion
thickness effect on the pile-soil stress ratio for a rigid and
flexible foundation system. +eir study indicated that, up to
a certain thickness of the mattress layer, the efficiency of

rigid inclusion in receiving the applied load increased for the
rigid foundation compared to embankments (flexible
foundation). Similar inference has been forwarded with
numerical analyses [36]. As piles are practically used in a
group, the group effect affected the pile-soil stress ratio
[37, 38]. +e pile spacing, as it was somehow related to the
area replacement ratio, to be discussed later, influenced the
load shared by the piles.

In order to save investment cost, some practitioners
combined various foundation treatment methods to form a
mixed pile composite foundation consisting of different pile
types and/or different lengths of piles. +e engineering
practice of such a new composite foundation exploits the
contribution of the shallow soil strengthened by more
flexible or short piles together with the mobilized bearing
capacity of long piles in the deeper strata [17,39–43]. To
mention some, Liu et al. [40] and Zhang et al. [44] discussed
about piles of different flexibilities. Ge et al. [45] and Lu et al.
[46] reported about employing different lengths. Hou [47]
investigated the vertical force transmission mechanism of a
rigid long-short pile composite foundation. Regarding
dissimilar material types, Zheng et al. [48] conveyed about
CFG-lime usage, and Zhang et al. [4] gave attention to CFG
piles used in all parts but rigid concrete piles under the slab
edge. Zhang and Zhang [49] experimentally studied CFG
piles combined with vibroreplacement stone columns. All
these multipile composite foundations emerged to fulfill the
need for modifying the rigidity and stability of the poor
subsoil as well as drainage requirements to accelerate excess
pore water pressure dissipation. On top of that, it is note-
worthy that none is omnipotent by itself but has a certain
application scope as far as any soft ground treatment method
is concerned.

2. Bearing Capacity and
Settlement Characteristics

Like any other foundation system, CFG pile composite
foundation has to be checked for both its capacity to bear
superstructural load and its settlement characteristics as the
load being transmitted through time. So far, as the literature
shows, the bearing capacity can reasonably be estimated by
using the following equation [50–53]:

fspk � m1
Ra1

Ap1
+ β1m2

Ra2

Ap2
+ β2 1 − m1 − m2(  fsk, (1)

where m1, m2 are the replacement rate of the long pile and
short pile, respectively; β1, β2 are the strength reduction
coefficient of the short pile and soil between piles, respec-
tively; Ra1, Ra2 are the characteristic values of the vertical
bearing capacity of the long pile and short pile, respectively
(see equation (2)), which can be determined according to the
static load test or the bearing capacity of a single pile de-
termined by the strength of the pile body; Ap1, Ap2 are the
cross-sectional area of the long pile and short pile, re-
spectively; and fspk and fsk are the characteristic values of
the bearing capacity of the composite foundation and soil
between piles, respectively.
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Figure 2: Cushion thickness vs. depth ratio of the neutral plane and pile-soil stress ratio [23, 30, 31].
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+e characteristic values of the vertical single-pile
bearing capacity can be calculated from

Ra1/2
� upi


i

qsili + Apqp, (2)

where upi
is the perimeter of the pile in the ith soil layer, qsi is

the eigenvalue of the pile skin resistance of the ith soil layer,
qp is the eigenvalue of the pile toe resistance, and li is theith
layer soil thickness.

According to Yuan et al. [53], there existed a difference
in the value calculated for Ra according to specifications and
that obtained from the single pile test. Reasoning it to
happen because of an increase in the side resistance during
testing, they proposed the enhancement factor to account for
the discrepancy. Noticing equation (1), the bearing effect
would also be affected by the area replacement ratio, i.e., the
coverage rate reflecting CFG piles’ area proportion, which in
turn is affected by the pile diameter and spacing. Increasing
pile spacing results in a lesser load-sharing ratio between the
pile and the soil [37]. On the contrary, provision of caps at
piles’ head increases the replacement ratio and pile-soil
stress ratio [37, 54]. Boussetta et al. [35] disclosed that an
increase in the replacement ratio by increasing the pile head
diameter improved the efficiency, meanwhile, resulting in a
settlement reduction up to 50%.+e centrifuge investigation
conducted by Li et al. [55] also pointed out reduction in the
pile-soil stress ratio as the replacement rate was increased. It
can, thus, be said that the pile-soil load-sharing ratio is an
important performance indicator as far as the working
mechanism of the CFG pile composite foundation is con-
cerned [28, 56]. +e strength reduction coefficient between
pile β shows the interaction mechanism between the pile and
its surrounding soil. As piles are being loaded, the shear
strain increases in the vicinity of loaded piles, which leads to
soil stiffness nonlinearity and anisotropy. Likewise, the
natural uneven distribution of the soil layer makes obtaining
a single value of β to be unachievable, but approximate
estimation. Moreover, for the multipile composite foun-
dation, the exact value of β that would simultaneously make
full mobilisation of the geotechnical bearing capacity for
both short and long piles is currently unattainable. In fact, as
far as pile-soil-pile interaction behaviour of the group is
concerned, consideration for interactive pile-soil displace-
ments remains to be the hottest topic [47, 57–62].

+e settlement of the composite foundation comprises
the settlement of both the reinforcement zone and the
underlying soil layer. According to the Chinese code for
design of building foundation, GB 50007-2011, the settle-
ment calculation can be made using the following equation:

S � ψsp 

n1

i�1

P0

ξEsi

ziαi − zi−1αi−1( ⎡⎣

+ 

n2

i�n1+1

P0

Esi

ziαi − zi−1αi−1( ⎤⎥⎥⎦,

(3)

where ψsp is the empirical settlement calculation coefficient,
ranging between 0.2 and 1.0; n1 and n2 are the number of soil

layers in the strengthened area and the rest in the settlement
calculation depth, respectively; P0 is the additional pressure
at the bottom of the basement (kPa); ξ is the increasing
coefficient of compression modulus of the composite soil
layer obtained by dividing the characteristic values of the
bearing capacity of the composite foundation to those of the
natural foundation; Esi is the compression modulus of the ith

soil layer (MPa); zi and zi−1 are the depth between the
basement bottom and that of theith soil layer and the (i − 1)th

soil layer (m), respectively; and αi and αi−1 are the average
additional stress coefficients between the point of calculation
on the basement bottom and the bottom surface of the ith soil
layer and the (i − 1)th soil layer, respectively.

Equation (3) was developed based on isotropic homo-
geneous linear deformation theory. It is unable to capture
the effect of large loads on the stress-strain behaviour of the
adjacent soil in 3D [2, 63]. Hence, a more rigorous theo-
retical approach which reflects the soil nonlinear and stress
path-dependent characteristics needs to be developed.

Another interesting issue that drawn both practitioners
and researchers was postconstruction settlement. It has
recently received growing attention owning to the move in
design focus from bearing capacity to performance re-
quirement, particularly regarding uneven settlement
[64, 65]. +e difference in the settlement value between the
final and that at the moment of commencing intended use of
infrastructures defines the postconstruction settlement,
which can be expressed as

Sgh � S − Se − St, (4)

where Sgh, S, Se, and St are the postconstruction settlement,
cumulative (final) settlement, immediate settlement, and
consolidation settlement just at the instant the infrastructure
begins its service, respectively.

+e common methods used to determine the final set-
tlement include the three-point, Asaoka, and the hyperbolic
methods [66, 67]. It would become of great importance to
develop procedures that will seize observed settlement data
in earlier construction stages to predict postconstruction
settlements and/or subsequent construction stages. Zhang
et al. [66] used both the residual primary consolidation
settlement (from the three-point method and/or Asaoka
method) and the secondary consolidation settlement (using
the coefficient of secondary consolidation) to calculate the
postconstruction settlement on a typical soft soil foundation.
Junjun and Xinghua [65] used the gray system theory for
predicting the postconstruction settlement by improving the
basic model to accommodate for unequal observation time
interval for settlement observation data from the bridge
group pile settlement. On the contrary, Niu et al. [63] ap-
plied 3D numerical analysis to estimate the total and dif-
ferential settlement of the basement raft by crosschecking
the result with theoretical calculations according to equation
(3).

Scholars have also used the shear stress distribution and
its range of influence around the pile to predict the com-
posite foundation settlement [68, 69]. As piles are practically
used in a group, based on how close the piles are to each
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other, there will be a group interaction effect producing an
overlap of stress and displacement field, i.e., the sheltering
and reinforcing effect of piles in the group [47, 70–72]. In
order to reduce the complexity associated with the variation
of pile-soil interaction along the pile length, the skin friction
distribution, the stiffness difference among the constituting
elements such as the cushion, the raft foundation, the CFG
pile, and the soil, etc., the unit cell reinforcement analysis
under equal stress or equal-strain ideal boundary condition
has often been chosen by researchers [73, 74]. +e unit cell
(as shown in Figure 3(a)) isolated from the group contains a
single CFG pile surrounded by the soil and acts as a column
which may or may not be allowed to deform laterally. When
lateral deformation of the unit cell is considered during
analysis, it results in a lower stress concentration ratio than
that analysed without allowance for lateral deformation
[7, 73]. However, still many researchers prefer to use nu-
merical analysis for the settlement investigation of rein-
forced soft ground [63, 75, 76].

3. Engineering Applications

3.1. Embankments Constructed over Soft Ground. CFG pile
composite foundation has increasingly been implemented in
weak soil deposits as column technology either alone [77, 78]
or combined with (i) geosynthetic reinforcement
[19, 59, 67, 79, 80], (ii) concrete slabs [4, 81], and (iii) other
technologies such as prefabricated vertical drains [49, 82]. It
has been widely employed both in new project routes and
widening existing embankments. When an existing pave-
ment is widened because of growing traffic demand, CFG
piles can be used to support the new added embankment to
eliminate pavement distresses due to the differential set-
tlement at the overlapping area [83]. From experience, the
stability and performance of the high embankment can be
well improved by embedding the geosynthetic layer into the
load transfer platform [84, 85]. When the CFG piles are used
in conjunction with geosynthetic grids connected to the
pile’s head, the load transfer mechanism involves soil
arching above the pile caps, and the geosynthetic membrane
becomes under tension (see Figure 4) [88–91]. +e soil
arching induces shear stresses that are resisted by the tension
membrane effect of the single geogrid layer or the stiffened
platform of the multilayer geosynthetic system. As a matter
of fact, soil-arching effect and its practical advantages have
been well recognized among the geotechnical engineering
society; since from the time Terzaghi illustrated it with a
yielding “trapdoor,” it has become more popular when
dealing with piles and other geostructures surrounded by
either vertically or laterally moving soil mass [92–99].

+e stress concentration ratio (the ratio of column stress
to the stress borne by the soil) of piled supported em-
bankments without the geosynthetic membrane was re-
ported to be lesser than that with geosynthetic reinforcement
[100, 101]. However, as reported by some scholars, the
performance of the conventional geosynthetic-reinforced
and piled-supported (GRPS) embankments constructed
over poor soil deposits has still been shown to have intol-
erable uneven settlement, relatively larger horizontal

displacement, and other instability problems, especially in
the face of the stringent high-speed railways’ requirement
[80, 102, 103]. Under such circumstances, it is prudent to go
for a relatively rigid slab to eliminate possible differential
settlement. Provision of the slab in the CFG pile-slab
structure (CFGPSS) also addresses the highest concern for
the postconstruction settlement in high-speed railway (HSR)
embankments, which should be limited under the maximum
allowable settlement recommended by standard codes (e.g.,
Chinese Standard TB10001-2016 and British Standard
BS8006-1-2010).

Jiang et al. [81] presented numerical analysis for the
Beijing-Tianjin HSR embankment constructed using the
CFGPSS. +ey measured and closely monitored the
transverse differential settlement profiles of the slab to
examine the efficiency to meet the stringent post-
construction requirements. According to their field
measurements, a maximum of about 3mm differential
settlement between the centreline and the toe of the
embankment was found throughout the construction
period. Zhang et al. [4, 104] also conducted study on the
Beijing-Shanghai HSR to examine the effectiveness of the
CFGPSS and found a remarkable settlement-controlling
effect.

Another potential application area is treating soft
foundation soils for embankments constructed in the
mountainous area. When soft soils appear in the mountain
area, pavement designers often encounter different engi-
neering characteristics than those of ordinary plain soft
foundations. CFG pile composite foundation is one of the
main methods of soft foundation treatment under such
condition [78].

CFG piles have also been applied to tackle engineering
problems related with the bump at bridge approaches.
+is was one of the common challenges attracting re-
searchers to investigate abutment piles subjected to lateral
soil movements [105–109]. A bridge would be unable to
offer its intended service if its approach is prone to dis-
continuities resulting from differential settlement of the
approach embankment. Xiao et al. [110, 111] used cen-
trifuge model tests and 3D numerical analysis with the
finite difference code FLAC3D to examine the perfor-
mance of the CFG-piled bridge approach embankment
with geosynthetic. +eir result indicated the shielding
effect of CFG piles on the lateral soil displacement, and the
settlement of the improved embankment was substantially
reduced as the CFG pile transferred the load to the deeper
soil depth. Hence, the performance of abutment piles was
evidently improved. However, beyond the threshold
ground replacement ratio (m) of 4.8%, the efficiency of
CFG piles was seen to be limited. Li and Bian [112] nu-
merically showed using ABAQUS that the dynamic be-
haviour of the transition zone at the bridge and the
approach embankment section was improved because of
implementing CFG piles of varying length. It was also
shown that the amplified dynamic response, resulting
from rail irregularity (track geometry degradations) due
to sudden stiffness variations as the train moves with high
speed, was effectively smoothened by employing CFG
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piles, and the piles neighbouring the bridge had borne
higher dynamic loading when the train passed the tran-
sition zone. It was also noted that the cushion layer offered

good seismic performance by reducing the dynamic shear
wave transmission along with the base isolation system
[113, 114]. Interested reader about the dynamic
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characteristics of the CFG-piled composite foundation
can also refer to [41, 115–118].

3.2. Support for Superstructures. +e literature on super-
structures overlying on the CFG pile composite foundation
is extensive [42, 45, 50, 63, 119–122]. Shen et al. [2] stated
that its engineering application in China has begun as a
supporting technology for multistorey buildings on the soft
ground and further expanded to a wider range of applica-
tions. For instance, GRPS platforms have also been applied
to control total and uneven settlement for storage tanks
[101, 123]. In fact, on a global scale, different naming is given
to the foundation system somewhat similar to the CFG pile
composite foundation. It comprises “rigid inclusions”
[35, 36, 124], “cushioned piled rafts” or “pile-enhanced rafts”
[27, 125], “unconnected piled rafts” [126], “disconnected
piled rafts” [127, 128], “noncontacted piled rafts” [22, 129],
“rafts on settlement reducing piles” [130–132], and “non-
connect piled rafts” [133–135]. +ese studies have been
conducted numerically and experimentally to describe the
load-sharing mechanism of this novel foundation system.
+e load transmission by provision of a gap filled with a
cushion between the raft bottom and the piles’ head was
discussed in detail.+ey all acclaimed the contribution of the
interposed layer in diffusing the applied stress to the piles
and the surrounding soil. +e field static test conducted by
Yang and Liu [136] also confirmed the cushion’s capability
in redistributing the load received from the foundation plate
and minimizing the settlement difference between the centre
and side areas. Saeedi Azizkandi et al. [135], in their nu-
merical study about the load-sharing mechanism of piles in
nonconnected piles, found that the stiffness of the cushion
played a great role in transferring a higher portion of the
foundation load to pile heads without significant increase in
the maximum stress developing in the piles.

+e application of the CFG pile composite foundation in
liquefying soil has shown a reasonable reinforcement effect
against liquefaction [5, 117]. It has also been successfully
used in reconstruction projects after an earthquake incident
[1]. In situations where superstructural inertial force is large
in high seismic regions, disconnecting piles from the raft has
been found to help in reducing the stress concentration at
the pile head [22, 125, 137]. +e resistance to lateral forces
resulting from this and other similar horizontal force-
generating events is usually obtained by mobilizing contact
friction along the raft/cushion interface [5, 114, 138]. Studies
have shown that the lateral forces and bending moments of
piles in nonconnected pile rafts are much smaller than those
of the connected pile [139]. It may also be possible to
propose geosynthetics to enhance dynamic properties and
modify the resistance to shear strain caused by lateral de-
formation [140].

4. Discussion

As is commonly noticed in today’s culture, both engineering
attributes and economic issues are crucial when choosing
appropriate engineering solution. Consequently, some may

question how economical the CFG pile composite foun-
dation is. +e following brief discussion involves the same
and other related engineering perspectives.

4.1. EconomicAppraisal. Basically, economic factors depend
on the construction material and technology deployed at a
particular time—as of a device, technique, or scientific field
achieved. Moreover, in the context of green environment
ideology, environmentally benign geotechnical construction
project is often associated with resource efficiency and land
use pattern changes [141]. Increasing attention is being paid
to environmental issues to ensure proper management,
storage, and/or safe disposal of the huge annual production
of fly ash from power plant combustion andmunicipal waste
incarnation, demanding potential application areas for
consumption, such as in transportation geotechnics
[141, 142]. +e ability to use such residues as a constituent
construction material has attracted great attention in the
geotechnical community [143–145]. +e fly ash in the CFG
pile composite foundation is used as an additive and partial
cement replacement mixture during concreting. In addition
to the environmental benefits of using the industrial
byproduct, this “carbon-efficient” cementation material will
also affect the plasticity of concrete. It influences the con-
crete workability, bleeding, water demand, and heat of
hydration. It has also been used as aggregate substituting
gravel [146].

At present, owing to the maturity of experience and
technology, the project cost and construction period for
the CFG pile composite foundation have been greatly
reduced [1, 147]. It has also been said that CFG is a
sustainable emerging construction material [63]. Whether
it is implemented in embankment construction or as a
disconnected piled raft in building the foundation system,
the load has to be transmitted to the natural ground that is
made competent by the reinforcing effect of the CFG piles;
thereby, both the soil and piles combine to dissipate the
load redistributed through the cushion. Suffice to say that
the CFG pile composite foundation allows the marginal
weak underlying soil to participate in transmitting the
applied load, in turn contributing to lower project cost [5].
When the geomembrane is used as described in preceding
sections, employing it embraces at least three research
areas related to geosustainability issues viz. (1) waste
material usage, (2) sustainable ground improvement, and
(3) efficient geosynthetics usage. Furthermore, the con-
struction process flow is simple, as depicted in Figure 5.
Once the site setting out is done and the CFG concrete mix
is ready, hole drilling operation continues to the desired
pile depth, and then concreting proceeds. After concrete
pouring is finished to a level above the deign elevation, the
pile machine mobilizes for the next piling operation. By
adjusting the amount and proportion of cement, an op-
timized CFG pile of strength level between C5 and C25
can be achieved.

4.2. Load Transfer Mechanism. As discussed elsewhere, the
load redistribution layer not only ensures the pile and soil
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bear the load together but also reduces the stress concen-
tration at the bottom of the foundation. In order to effec-
tively play its role, the cushion’s frictional characteristic and
layer thickness matter a lot. As the frictional characteristic
increases, so does the load portion shared by the piles [35].
+is is coherent with the reduction of the wage angle as the
angle of internal friction increases in Prandtl’s failure
mechanism, which is usually assumed for the stress distri-
bution limit at the pile head [150–152]. If the pile compresses
the cushion layer and continuously penetrates vertically into
the cushion layer as the load increases without forming a
continuous sliding area in the cushion layer, then the
punching shear of the cushion layer occurs [153]. Regardless
of the cushion material property, however, an increase in the
applied load will increase the vertical stress received by the
pile to a certain level, beyond which it will remain more or
less constant. In the initial loading stage, the load bearing
capacity of the soil is mobilized first, and then the contri-
bution of the pile gradually becomes obvious.

Parametric studies conducted by changing the thickness
of the mattress layer indicated that increasing its layer will

reduce the load sharing ratio of the piles. +e reflection on
this can start from the condition that the thickness of the
cushion layer is zero. When structural connection is not
allowed under the zero-thickness condition, piles will share
more load, while the soil takes very small. In other words,
when the cushion thickness is small, the pile-soil stress ratio
is relatively large, and the bearing capacity of the soil be-
tween piles cannot be fully developed. +at is, due to the
stress concentration of the composite foundation, the stress
at the top of the pile is greater, and the stress on the soil
between the piles is smaller. If the thickness is increased, an
adjustment occurs in such an interaction to increase the load
shared by the soil. Nonetheless, beyond a certain value, no
benefit would be gained by increasing the thickness. At this
point, increasing the thickness of the cushion reduces the
load borne by rigid piles while increasing the load taken by
the soil between piles, which leads to greater plastic de-
formation and damage of the soil between piles.

Along with the pressure redistribution as piles pierce
into the cushion, soil-arching effect appears due to the
modulus difference between the pile and the soil. It results in
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Pile machine at
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the next position 
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Pile quality approval and
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Figure 5: Construction process flow (modified after [148, 149]).
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Figure 6: Arching in the geosynthetic-reinforced (GR) pile-supported embankment [159].
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differential movement to draw more load towards the stiffer
one. +e displacement contours and associated shear strains
between adjacent piles form a slip surface patterning either a
triangular or an “arch” region depending on the relative
cushion thickness and net pile spacing [34, 154]. Similar
inference reported by Zhu and Gong [155] shows that based
on the cushion thickness and pile spacing, the arching
mechanism progressively develops in the cushion layer while
redistributing the applied load. +is phenomenon of soil
arching has particularly good achievement prospect in both
conventional and geosynthetic-reinforced CFG-piled em-
bankments and remains to be a hot research perspective for
further study [156–158]. Nevertheless, the current state of
practice based on numerous analytical, numerical, and ex-
perimental (both field and laboratory) investigations con-
firmed the assumption of the concentric arches model to be
valid for a square grid pile arrangement (see Figure 6)
[158, 160]. In the conventional CFG-piled embankments, the
deflection of the soil between piles assumes an approxi-
mately uniform pattern, while the geogrid reinforcement
(GR) strips between the piles deflect less than somewhere
else and receive higher load relative to elsewhere.

As the arch development follows the proposed con-
centric 3D hemisphere illustrated in Figure 6, the connection
made between the pile and the GR makes the behaviour of
GR pieces along the strip relatively stiffer than those in the
middle. +e analysis model usually assumes that the arching
mechanism transmits the entire load in two steps and de-
composes the load into three vertical components. +e first
step deals with the three components of load transferred
because of the arching effect: the portion called “A” received
by the pile (“arching”), “C” taken by the subsoil, and “B” the
remainder carried through the geogrids to piles. All are
vertical loads. +e latter two parts are sometimes collectively
termed as the “rest.” +e second step is carried out to un-
derstand the load-deflection behaviour that implicitly di-
vides components B and C. In this step, while dealing with
membrane action of geotextiles, the residual load transferred
by the “rest” is commonly assumed to be distributed either
triangularly (e.g., the German design standard—EBGEO,
2010) or in an equal distribution pattern (e.g., British
Standard BS8006). However, experimental studies suggested
an inverse triangular distribution with the apex around the
pile, as depicted in Figure 6 [161, 162]. As the pile spacing
decreased, the vertical stress distribution was found to be
relatively uniform between the end and middle of the span
[161]. Another observation deviating from BS8006 was that,
for both floating and end-bearing piles, the tensile force in
geomembranes continued to increase irrespective of the
arching height [163]. Moreover, compared to the unrein-
forced case, the stress concentration ratio was higher for the
geosynthetic-reinforced case due to the membrane effect
[90, 101]. If floating piles are used instead of end-bearing, the
stress concentration effect becomes much higher than the
effect of both tension membrane and soil arching [164].

In engineering practice, piles are arranged in a square
layout [2, 19, 68, 80] or triangular pattern [38, 146, 165, 166].
When the pile/cap configuration is asymmetric, the devel-
oping soil arching does not follow the 3D hemispherical

dome shape depicted in Figure 6. Rather, for instance, as
illustrated in Figure 7, for piles in the triangular configu-
ration having a square pile cap, an upper-boundary semi-
ellipsoidal shape accompanied by a lower-boundary
semicircular arch would be found. In this approach, while
the upper-boundary arch transfers the load onto the pile
caps, the other one takes its portion towards the area be-
tween adjacent pile caps. In order to avoid further problem
complexity, the model developed to obtain Figure 7 excluded
consolidation and creep behaviour pertinent to both soft soil
and geosynthetics. In the figure, s stands for pile spacing, and
a is the width of the square pile cap; thus, the gap between the
boundary change approximately becomes half of a at the toe
and 0.9 times the clear cap spacing (s-a) at the crown. With
3D numerical analysis, Wijerathna and Liyanapathirana
[168] also showed the changes in the arch thickness for
circular piles arranged in a triangular grid, but it was found
that the 3D-dome shape arch above the triangular grid of
columns is shorter than the 3D-dome shape arch above the
square grid.

Pile spacing significantly affects the evolution of soil
arching. In the first place, as explained by Roy and Bhasi
[90], the arching phenomenon is not instantaneous, rather
propagates from the construction phase to a certain degree
of consolidation before it is fully developed. Secondly, as the
spacing is increased, both arching effect and tensioning in
the membrane reduce, consequently, decreasing the load
taken by the piles. It is, then, accompanied by an increase in
the stress borne by the foundation soil. In the process of
developing the soil arch effect, as the relative displacement of
the pile and soil continues, the initial increase in the axial
force along the length of the pile tends to decrease in a
certain way after a specific point. Associated with this rel-
ative movement between the pile and the surrounding soil,
negative skin friction (NSF) develops in the upper part of the
pile section. It is observed that the arching phenomenon and
tensionmembrane effect reduce the developing NSF, and the
NSF developing along the pile affects the performance of
both geosynthetic-reinforced and conventional-piled rein-
forcement [77, 90, 169]. Cao and Zhao [77] found the
distribution of NSF along the length of the end-bearing pile
covered almost the entire length but was distributed in the
upper one-third of the length of the floating piles. Mean-
while, as illustrated elsewhere, the deformable cushion layer
defuses the foundation load indirectly to the pile creating
NSF on the upper pile body. In this regard, the NSF de-
veloping in the upper pile section becomes a major load
transfer factor.

+e mobilized NSF is mainly governed by the cushion
thickness and stiffness of both the cushion and the subsoil
[22, 135, 170]. +e greater the compressive modulus of the
soil between the piles, the greater the stiffness and the more
the soil shares the overlaying load; accordingly, the load
carried by the pile body is relatively reduced. +e effect of
soil compressibility in this regard is well detected both
theoretically and experimentally [23, 35, 171, 172]. +e load
applied on top of the cushion layer generates relative pile-
soil displacement large enough to develop shear stresses
along the pile-soil interface. As the load increases, the pile
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compresses the cushion layer and continuously penetrates
vertically until the cushion adjusts itself to arrive at a bal-
anced state. At some specific load level, the upward puncture
of the pile reverts to downward penetration into the sub-
jacent soil. In addition, due to the difference in stiffness, the
stress on the pile head becomes higher than that on the
subjacent soil. Understanding this phenomenon led many
scholars to envisage that a section existed where both the pile
and the surrounding soil underwent equal settlement at the
same depth [56]. +e plane at this particular depth is called
as a neutral plane. Conveniently, an ideal equal-strain
boundary condition exists at the neutral plane [7, 171, 173].
For the section above this level, the upper pile part settles less
than the soil in the vicinity. +is produces NSF to mobilize
along the shaft. However, for the depth below that equal
settlement section, the lower pile part undergoes greater
relative settlement than the soil so that positive skin friction
(PSF) develops.

According to the centrifugal test of Fioravante [64], as the
applied load on the composite foundation of a single rigid pile
continues, the neutral plane moves upward from a depth near
the middle of the pile. Wu et al. [23] verified the same and
stated that the depth ratio of the neutral surface to the total
pile length assumes a value ranging between 0.15 and 0.35 for
a pile spacing five times the pile’s diameter D. On the con-
trary, for pile spacing 4D, Dan et al. [171] reported the neutral
surface to be located at a depth of 0.6∼0.7 l of the pile body.
+is is consistent to the centrifuge model test result of Wang
et al. [169] who reported the pile length ratio of 0.59∼0.67 for
a spacing 4D, even though the range of the neutral plane

location is higher than that deduced by Wu et al. [23]. +is
could be the result of a decrease in the relative pile-subsoil
displacement as the pile length decreases [135]. However, the
studies gave insight about the effect of pile spacing and
reached on the same conclusion that, with the increase of pile
pacing, the depth of the neutral surface moves deeper, as
shown in Figure 8. +is is because of the group effect. As piles
are closely spaced in a group, the load carried by each pile
decreases and so does the pile-soil stress ratio. Subsequently,
the bearing capacity of the pile and the soil between piles
could not be fully developed. If the pile spacing is increased,
then the load borne by the individual pile will increase, and
gradual full play of each pile and the soil between piles would
become apparent. Accordingly, stress concentration occurs
on the top of the pile, and the relative pile-soil displacement
increases. In contrary to this, due to arching and tension
membrane effects in GRPS embankments, an increase in the
centre-to-centre pile spacing decreases the neutral plane
depth, and the NSF also reduces [90].

Another interesting observation which can be made
from Figure 8 is that the location of the neutral plane stays
stable around a particular depth beyond a certain pile
spacing. In addition to the change in the neutral surface
depth with time under the working load, the literature also
shows that the maximum NSF befalls on the upper part of
the piles, accompanied by a relatively large pile-soil relative
displacement [23, 29, 44, 121, 169]. Saeedi Azizkandi et al.
[135] numerically indicated the decrease in NSF as the
number of piles increased. +ey also showed that the central
pile experienced the highest amount of NSF compared to the
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rest in the group. Similar result was conveyed by Li et al. [55]
from their experimental investigation using centrifuge test.

Available analytical methods to analyse the pile-soil
stress ratio were often developed by assuming the pile
maximum positive and negative frictional stress to either
fully be mobilized up to the equal settlement section or
partially mobilized in the transition zone around the neutral
plane while fully achieved at the pile ends, as indicated in
Figure 3(c). With the adoption of the first assumption
(Figure 3(c)-I), the central elastic zone is neglected to
simplify the calculation, in fact, based on previous obser-
vations that a small amount of relative pile-soil displacement
is usually required to mobilize the ultimate shaft friction
value, which is smaller than 5mm in normal condition
[56, 174–176]. In the latter case (Figure 3(c)-II), the plastic
state of the soil developing close to the top and bottom pile
ends continues in the transition zone depending on the
relative soil-to-pile displacement required to fully mobilize
frictional resistance, according to equation (5)
[23, 28, 74, 177]. +en, the vertical equilibrium of the in-
finitesimal soil element of depth dz is considered taking into
account the continuity and boundary conditions so that the
compression deformation compatibility is implemented for
the sections above and below the equal settlement plane to
arrive at the expression for solving analytically the pile-soil
stress ratio.

τ(z) �
ks wsz − wpz



, for 0≤wsz − wpz < um,

τf, forwsz − wpz ≥ um,

⎧⎨

⎩ (5)

where τ(z) is the skin friction along the pile shaft at a depth z,
ks is the initial stiffness gradient of skin friction, τf is the
ultimate pile side friction value, wsz is the settlement of the
soil between piles at a depth z, wpz is the pile settlement at
the same depth,u is the relative pile-soil displacement, um is
the critical displacement corresponding to the pile-soil
displacement difference when the pile side friction changes

from the elastic state to the plastic state, δt and δb are the
relative pile-soil displacement at the pile’s head and tip,
respectively, Pp and Ps are the stress borne by the pile and
soil, respectively, and σsz and σsz + dσsz are the top and
bottom stress on the soil slice, respectively; l and l0 were
defined earlier.

+e ultimate pile side friction resistance τf in the plastic
state is related to the shear strength and effective stress of the
soil around the pile, which can be calculated as follows:

τf � c + σ tanϕ � c + k0 cz + σs0( tan ϕ, (6)

where k0 � tan2(45° + ϕ0)/2 is the passive earth pressure
coefficient of the soil, ϕ0 is the internal friction angle of the
soil mass, ϕ is the friction angle of pile-soil, and σs0 is the
vertical stress of the soil surface between piles. For cohe-
sionless soils, equation (6) reverts to τf � k0σs0 tanϕ
[23, 178]. It can also be considered that there is no horizontal
offset between the pile and the soil, and the calculation is
carried out according to the static earth pressure [171].

Under a combined action of vertical and horizontal
loads, an increase in lateral load moves the position of
neutral depth upward in the saturated soil medium [179].
+is attributes to the greater pile-soil relative settlement as
consolidation continues, so the pile body shows several
neutral points. With the increase of lateral load, the shear
band and displacement field of the soil continue to appear in
the direction of load, and the friction force between the raft
and the cushion increases accordingly. As a result,
depending on the cushion thickness, the shear force at the
pile head decreases, and the bending moment at the said
location becomes nonnegligible [114, 127]. Consequently,
the horizontal load is carried by the frictional resistance
developing at the contact surface between the cushion and
the raft. Judiciously speaking, the overall horizontal bearing
capacity is regulated by the minimum lateral resistance
offered by each foundation part, i.e., the minimum of the
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lateral bearing capacity of the mat, the cushion, the interface
between the cushion and the raft, or the frictional resistance
developed at the interface of the cushion and pile-soil
ground [114]. When CFG piles are used to reinforce the
natural ground against liquefaction and as a foundation
system in seismic regions, the cushion provides the same
benefit to the base isolation systems [49, 117].

More importantly, due to unprecedented population
growth and land scarcity in urban dwellings, new buildings
are inevitably being built in close proximity with old ones
supported by ground improvement technology. Under-
standing their interaction mechanism is as highly sought as
investigating the effect of new construction activities on
existing infrastructures found on common foundation types
such as piles. In other words, the serviceability of the existing
nearby CFG pile composite foundation is also affected by
any new tunnelling and deep foundation pit excavation-
induced ground deformations. While passive loading on the
CFG pile composite foundation is implicitly discussed in
embankment failure mechanisms (see the failure mode
section), the complex interaction of such foundation system
with their environment as a result of urbanization has got
little consideration in previous studies.

+e study on the interaction between new excavation
and adjacent reinforced composite ground associates con-
trolling excavation-induced ground movements to ensuring
safety and stability of structures found on the reinforced
composite foundation. Causative factors for the incidence of
ground movement during excavation was a subject studied
over the past decades [180–185]. Successful methods have
been forwarded to decrease the acting force on retaining
walls and consequently their displacement so that nearby
structures and public utilities are protected from damages
related to soil movements [186–188]. It is well known that
the earth pressure exerted on the earth retaining structure
actually depends on the distribution and amount of wall
movement (rigid body translation, rotation, or/and defor-
mation/deflection) as a function of the retaining wall type,
ground condition of the retained mass, and applied external
loads, of course, resulting in a certain amount of associated
ground movements [189–194]. +e following discussion is
limited to investigations made on the interaction of the
adjacent CFG pile composite foundation with excavation
supported by two different retaining wall types—rigid and
cantilever retaining walls.

According to the model test results of Wang and Yang
[121], when an adjacent excavation work proceeds, con-
tinuous adjustment of the load borne by CFG piles will occur
in a complex way of interaction, that is, among the pit
retaining structure (pit supporting piles), CFG pile com-
posite ground, and strip of the soil column between pit
supporting piles and the CFG pile composite ground. Li et al.
[119] on their experimental investigation using centrifuge
test pointed out that prediction of excavation-induced lateral
earth pressure on the retaining wall using the conventional
Rankine method was so conservative when the backfill side
was CFG pile composite ground (see Figure 9). +e bottom-
up excavation done on three layers (at 2.4, 3.2, and 4.4m
depth progression from top to bottom) was retained by the

pile raft, and the composite foundation was set at a distance
of 0.16 times the depth of excavation. Due to the shielding
effect of CFG piles, the reduction of active earth pressure was
profoundly seen. To account the same while using the
classical Rankine theory, they considered the change of axial
pile load in equation (7). +eir research finding provided an
important direction for improving the economic benefits
gained because of the shielding and reinforcing effect of CFG
piles in design of the adjoining foundation pit-supporting
structure.

σsz �

pm + cz( s
2

− N )

As

, for z≤ l,

pm + cz, for z> l,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

where σsz is the vertical stress at a depth z from the pile head,
pm is the foundation stress, As is the bearing area of the soil
between piles, given byAs � s2 − πD2/4, s is the pile spacing,
unit weight of the natural foundation soil, N is the measured
pile axial load at a depth z, and l is the pile length.

However, current specifications (e.g., the Chinese
technical code for support of building foundation pit—DBJ
41/139-2014) for calculating the active earth pressure on the
retaining wall for excavation of the foundation pit adjacent
to the CFG pile composite foundation conservatively rec-
ommend to multiply the characteristic bearing capacity of
the soil between piles by 1.2 to obtain an additional load on
the bottom of the cushion and use this value as a surcharge
when the pile end is below the bottom of the foundation pit.
Otherwise, the common stress diffusion method is employed
to calculate the additional stress value at the plane position
of the pile tip before applying the Rankine earth pressure
coefficient. +is approach does not fully take into account
the observations about the shielding and reinforcing effect of
CFG piles [29].

Based on the experimental study conducted on the earth
pressure evolutionary mechanism against the rigid retaining
wall adjoining the rigid composite foundation at 0.1 times
the excavation depth (D), Wei [29] also arrived at the same
inference that the additional active earth pressure on the
retaining wall is smaller than that of the natural foundation
as shown in Figure 9. +e figure compares the works of Wei
[29] and Li et al. [119] who employed different excavation
support structures, soil properties, and distances from the
excavation edge under different surcharge loadings on the
composite foundation. +e work of Li et al. [119] simulated
the process of excavation, but only the lateral pressure after
the final excavation stage was presented here for space
brevity. In addition, the lateral pressure predicted according
to both the traditional Rankine earth pressure theory and the
elastic solution for surcharge strip loading [191] is included
as presented by the authors. On the left is depicted the lab
setup of Wei [29], while the right one roughly represents the
scenario of Li et al. [119]. It can be easily observed that the
presence of vertical reinforcing columns in the composite
foundation made the lateral active pressure acting on the
retaining wall to be less than the value obtained using
conventional algorithms. +e study of Wei [29] also pointed
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out that the shielding effect of the composite foundation was
more pronounced in the depth range of negative friction
developed along the pile length. Somehow, after a certain
depth below the neutral plane, due to the positive frictional
force, the additional stress on the wall within that depth
range begun to increase approaching to the measured static
earth pressure as the wall rotated about its base (RB). +e
increase in earth pressure at the bottom of the wall is at-
tributed to the small displacement that does not allow the
full active state to be reached. It is to be reminded that the
elastic solution assumes complete active state is achieved. In
addition, due to the presence of piles, it has been shown that
the soil sliding surface behind the wall is different from the
conventional failure slip surface (see Figure 10).

As the wall moves away from the composite ground in
the translation mode (LT) or rotation around its base (RB),
the pile begins to bear additional loads. Figure 11 illustrates
the variation of pile head load sharing during wall move-
ment. Owing to the subsequent movement of the soil as the
wall underwent a certain amount of displacement away from
the reinforced soil, the load bearing capacity of the soil
between the piles decreased, and the load shared by the piles
correspondingly increased.

In order to further understand the effect of foundation
pit excavation process on the response of nearby CFG
piles, the centrifuge experimental work of Li et al. [119]
was further studied [195, 196]. +e distribution of axial

load, bending moment, and deflection of the CFG pile
during each excavation stage at different locations of the
6×4 pile group subjected to 180 kPa working load were
discussed, but for the sake of space brevity, only the axial
force variation is presented here in Figure 12. Figure 12
shows the axial force distribution of the monitored CFG
pile located at a distance of 12m (i.e., at the middle of the
group) behind the 10m deep excavation. +e edge of the
excavation was at 2.0m away from the first row of piles. As
can be seen from the axial force evolution in both loading
process and foundation pit excavation stages, the increase
in the axial force manifested a vertical load transfer
mechanism with an increasing trend, which showed the
continuation of the increase in the pile-soil stress ratio
due to the process of excavation, even though it was not
significant in the earlier excavation stages. In this par-
ticular experimental work, the reason for the deeper
neutral axis was probably the lower coefficient of friction
between the pile and the soil, which is yet to be verified
with future testing. Moreover, as expected upon the last
excavation, the soil stress relief and lateral displacement
became greater. Consequently, the resulting increase in
the overall and relative pile-soil settlement influenced
more the response of the piles closest to excavation than
the others.

According to the numerical analysis of Ren and Qiao
[197], an increase in the excavation depth increases the
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lateral displacement of the CFG piles. On the contrary, on
the basis of previous research on the conventional pile
foundation under passive load, the impact of axial working
load on the lateral pile response is not significant, but once
the serviceability limit is exceeded, unperceivable sudden
failure and collapse may occur [198, 199]. To better ap-
prehend this risk in CFG pile composite foundations under
working load, further investigation is needed on excavation-
induced lateral pile displacement and developing sectional
bending moments.

In practice, when unexpected project threats appear in
the presence of a wide range of geotechnical design and
construction uncertainties, Peck’s observational method
(OM) has been proven to be effective in addressing devia-
tions from preconstruction behaviour as construction
progresses [200–203]. +e OM, later amended as

observational modelling, uses inverse analysis and sound
engineering judgment to recalibrate monitored actual
conditions and attack unfavourable ones through “pro-
gressive modification” during project implementation
without compromising safety. Yet, this model itself has some
remaining reticence for its wider use [204].

4.3. Failure Modes. In order to provide theoretical and
numerical solutions to problems regarding stability and
integrity of the foundation system as a whole, numerous
research articles presented implicitly or explicitly the failure
pattern analysis. For clarity, the following briefing is made
separately on possible failure modes of the cushion, pile, and
potential failure mechanism in embankments.
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Figure 10: Potential failure surface in the soil behind a retaining wall under (a) rotation about its base and (b) translational mode [29].
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4.3.1. Failure Mode of the Cushion. As previously discussed
elsewhere about the load transfer mechanism, the pile head
pierces into the cushion, while the cushion adjusts itself to
redistribute the load. +is penetration process generates
high stress concentration and plastic zone development
propagating from the side of the pile head as the cushion is
compressed with higher stiffness bodies at its upper and
lower boundaries [33]. Accordingly, depending on the
cushion thickness, scholars have found that the stress and
displacement fields resemble an inverted pile on the foun-
dation soil. +us, the failure mode may take three forms:
overall shear failure, local shear failure, and punching shear
failure [151, 205]. Zhu [206] experimentally examined the
effect of gradation on the slip surface and found the general
shear failure mode for a gravel cushion while local shear
failure for fine gravels having the same cushion thickness.
However, from practical engineering experience under
normal loading condition, the thickness of the cushion layer
is far less than that required for Terzaghi’s failure mode to
occur; thus, the Mandel and Salencon failure mode is usually
used to theoretically propose design cushion thickness [207].
Supporting the same after their numerical analysis, Dong
et al. [208] argued that failure mode discussions for the
cushion were unnecessary due to the strong bearing capacity
it had relative to the weak underlying soil. In the concept of
rigid inclusion with the thin load transfer platform, the two
possible failure mechanisms in the guidelines of the ASIRI
are Prandtl’s and punching shear failure modes [152]. Under
the cover by rafts or sufficiently thick embankments, the
ultimate limit state consideration prudently satisfies the
stress domain to remain within Prandtl’s limit state before
internal failure of the cushion occurs [209].

4.3.2. Failure Mode of the Pile. +e failure mechanism for
piles may assumemany possible failure modes depending on

the imposed loads. Under vertical loading, the pile may
crush, bulge, fail in bearing at its head, and/or short floating
pile may undergo punching. If piles are subjected to passive
horizontal loading resulting from adjacent excavation or
embankment, depending on strength, diameter, and pile
location, either rupture breaking failure (structural failures
due to shear, bending, and tensile strains, e.g., [7, 127, 179]),
soil flow around the pile, pile rotation, translation, and/or
collapse pattern of piles as a whole may occur [210–213].
Among the cases for passive loading, failure under em-
bankment loading condition is summarized in the following.

4.3.3. Failure Mechanism in Embankments. Instability of
embankments supported by the CFG pile composite
foundation has been discussed in enormous literature
studies [78, 213–215]. +e failure pattern normally depends
on the strength of the piles, and applying the slip-circle
analysis for stability of the improved subgrade needs cau-
tions under practical conditions [212, 216–218]. For the CFG
pile-net composite foundation, Jiang and Wang [147] nu-
merically described four failure patterns (viz. slip-circle
shear failure, pile tilting, subgrade sliding, and soil sliding at
the pile end) based on embankment deformation and subsoil
layers. +ey implicitly showed that depending on the lo-
cation of the pile, piles undergone an arc-like deformation,
whereby plastic hinge formation occurred in the active zone
as explained by Yapage et al. and Broms [212, 219]. +e
deformed piles shaped like concave towards the embank-
ment slope under the effect of the geogrid, but in the absence
of the geomembrane, the arc bulged outwards [214, 215].+e
common failure mode in the latter case was reported to be
pile bending and collapse. According to Kitazume [218],
from the stability point of view under higher-strength piles,
the area replacement ratio has a dominant effect, and failure
is expected to occur in a collapse failure mechanism.
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Of the above problems, Zheng et al. [213] disclosed that
piles at the centre of the embankment endured smaller
bending moment than the others. +eir centrifuge test also
demonstrated that piles may fail with secondary bending in
the upper part depending on the stiffness and embedment
depth into the stiff layer. Dependency on the location of piles
was also observed by other scholars and may lead to
combined failure mechanism [210, 217, 220]. Chen et al.
[217] recommended an exterior row of columns at the edge
of the slope to provide extra lateral soil resistance to edge
piles. For embankments on the inclined soft foundation, Gu
et al. [78] experimentally showed the soil deformation and
CFG pile fracture to be concentrated in the downhill di-
rection, see Figure 13. As can be noted from Figure 13, the
pile breaks at the interface of the soil layer, and the more
approached to the toe of the slope, the greater the degree of
pile fracture and displacement will be.

4.4. Construction Practices and Quality Assurance.
Although the CFG pile composite foundation has wide ap-
plications due to its short construction period and cost-ef-
fectiveness, undesirable qualities and failure to satisfy quality
requirements have been encountered during inspections. For
example, Hang [221] analysed causes of pile necking.
According to Teng [222], the construction operation and on-
time removal of wastes generated by piling had significant
issues on just constructed pile head fractures. Ren and Shi [223]
reported that the bearing capacity of some CFG piles failed to
meet the design requirement during inspection.+us, it is very

important to control the quality of CFG piles. Being a con-
cealed underground work, the CFG pile quality shall be
continuously monitored throughout the construction process
[224].+e level of contractor’s quality management system and
supervisor’s quality inspection follow-up plans integrate (1) the
workmanship, machinery, and technology deployed, (2) ef-
fective supply chain, (3) safety considerations, etc. which the
contract document entails. As the project construction goes on,
quality assurance reflects a process that is not meant for
“hunting the guilty” through stringent contractual conditions
but to assure performance compliance and specification re-
quirements are timely met. +e construction process basically
starts off from selecting appropriate construction technology
and the sequence of construction suitable for the field con-
dition. It has to minimize possible soil disturbance between
piles, noise, and dust pollution during piling. To this end,
machinery technology is usually deployed through either vi-
brating tube-sinking (in silt and cohesive soils) or long spiral
drilling method—bored perfusion cast in situ pile (in clays,
silts, and dense andmedium sand above the groundwater level)
or concrete pumped (for strict pollution control), in which the
piling order may follow continuous or alternate (interval jump)
installation sequence [2, 5, 148].+e piling sequence may affect
the quality of installed piles (squeezing, necking, or crushing
and fracture damages) depending on the type of soil as the
piling proceeds [6].

+e construction process typically follows the flow in
Figure 5. After the concrete mix is carried out with the
approved material according to the contract specification,
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the concrete is continuously poured into the hole dug to the
design elevation. While concreting in the water-bearing
stratum, the pile pipe shall not be pulled out immediately in
order to have better concrete quality as well as to avoid pipe
plugging. +en, withdrawal can proceed at a controlled
speed of less than 1.2m/min, preferably 0.6∼0.8m/min to
prevent pile fracture and hole shrinkage [148, 149]. Once pile
construction is finalized, field static loading test is carried
out on an inspection batch piled on the same day (the ratio of
the spot test number to the total pile under consideration
being 0.5∼1%) after 28 days of curing period based on the
low strain wave velocity and time-history relationship
[1, 149]. Using the low strain dynamic test, the supervisor
assures the quality of the pile body and its structural integrity
as to whether defects exist or not that may affect the bearing
capacity eigenvalue such as pile-end concrete segregation
that reduces the end resistance [223]. It is recommended to
install new piles a week after the old ones [225].

5. Remarks and Future Research Directions

Regardless of how much we know in any field, yet there exist
new things to explore. In the quest to grasp development
trends and theoretical research advances to meet the needs
of engineering practice, it was found that the CFG pile
composite foundation has addressed both soft ground im-
provement and green environment construction issues.
Nevertheless, the following research gaps have been spotted.

+e discrepancy between calculated values for the
bearing capacity according to code requirements and those
measured from field tests still deserves further assessment to
address questions such as is the difference because of far less
number of test piles than calculation piles? Or is it due to
uneven soil distribution encountered while testing? Or is it
due to the increase in side resistance while testing? Moving
on, a more rigorous theoretical approach is needed to ac-
count for soil nonlinearity and stress path-dependent
characteristics during settlement predictions. Likewise, both
static and dynamic characteristics of the multipile composite
foundation composed of the CFG pile and other pile types
are not well understood.

In the early attempts, however, little emphasis was given
on the effect of heat disturbance as compared to the
foundation strength and deformation requirement. On the
one hand, the heat exchange performance under alternating
heating condition is sought [226], while on the other hand,
the behaviour of CFG piles in the permafrost environment is
getting attention [18, 227]. To better understand the resis-
tance to cycles of freezing and thawing process, further study
is needed.

For adjacent excavation activities, the load transfer
mechanism and excavation-induced settlement can further
be explored through parametric studies by varying some
factors such as excavation supporting system stiffness, the
process of excavation, distance from the excavation, the
formation level relative to the CFG pile toe, the pattern of
soil movement (magnitude and distribution profile) along
the depth, interpose layer characteristics and thickness,
engineering properties and drainage condition of the

retained soil, piles’ arrangement and spacing, pile length
considering hybrid piles (various types and dimensions),
replacement ratio, and working load. Moreover, from the
probabilistic analysis point of view, its behaviour under
complex geological conditions is still unclear [21]. In order
to capture the soil-structure interaction while simulating the
excavation process using model tests, adopting advanced
technologies to directly measure the response of each
component during the experiment is essentially sought;
nonetheless, in the current experimental setup, consider-
ation to account for factors such as superstructural stiffness
and the influence of retaining wall installation during soil
filling still lags behind perfection [228–230].

Another increasing interest lays on issues with GRPS
embankments. One issue is the soil-arching phenomenon. It
was found that themodern 2D trapdoor test needs validation
with 3D or field tests [231]. Along with it, the influence of
trapdoor’s rigidity and shape on arching is yet to be ex-
plored. +e same goes regarding the influence of loading
condition (uniform, localized, or cyclic and seismic) on soil
arching. On the contrary, it certainly becomes noteworthy to
promote studying the complex construction processes and
long-term performance such as creep and stress recovery.

In addition, future study may be needed regarding the
failure mechanism of CFG piles under the combined failure
mode. +is may be required in order to resolve the question
about how gradually or suddenly the failure of piles de-
velops, whether it happens simultaneously or not to all piles,
and the specific cause of the pile fracture caused by tension,
bending, or shearing.

6. Conclusions

+e paper looks back over the development and engineering
applications of the CFG pile composite foundation. Even
though more concentration was made on the load transfer
mechanism, sections were devoted to its economic appraisal,
possible failure mechanism, construction practices, and
quality assurances during inspections. +e findings are
summarized as follows.

For superstructures supported by the CFG pile com-
posite foundation, the key engineering achievement was to
bring marginalized natural soft ground into full play in
supporting foundation loads. +e deformable load distri-
bution layer between the raft and the pile generates high
nonlinearity in the system and, hence, creates a complex
load-sharing phenomenon to make the pile and soil work
together and adjust the pile-soil stress ratio. +e cushion
thickness, frictional characteristics, and stiffness likely
control the load transferred to piles through the head and
negative shaft friction. +e neutral depth location is de-
pendent on, but not limited to, the subsoil stiffness, the
cushion properties and thickness, the pile spacing, pile
length, replacement ratio, and location of the pile in the
group. +ese parameters in turn affect the pile-soil stress
ratio.

In practice, CFG pile composite foundation will bear not
only vertical pressures but also horizontal loads. When they
are subjected to horizontal loading, their lateral bearing
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capacity is normally obtained from the frictional shearing
resistance mobilized between the mat and the interposed
layer. However, judicious assessment may be necessary to
check whether or not the lateral ultimate bearing capacity of
each part is exceeded. Even though the shear force at the pile
heads was found to decrease as the cushion thickness in-
creases, the frictional resistance developed at the interface of
the cushion and pile-soil ground may control the overall
lateral capacity if it is less than the lateral resistance offered
by the lateral bearing capacity of the mat, the cushion, or the
interface between the cushion and the raft. When CFG piles
are subjected to passive loading from adjacent excavation-
induced ground movements, a complex interaction arises
among the excavation supporting structure and the existing
composite foundation. +e excavation activity just adds
complexity to the already intricate soil-structure interaction
problem as the foundation continuously adjusts the pile-soil
stress ratio. Moving on, both the active lateral earth pressure
exerted on the retaining wall and the failure surface for the
natural soil between piles differ from the conventional so-
lution. Albeit indoor tests with advanced technologies which
are capable of directly measuring the response of constituent
structural elements could be used to simulate the excavation
process, and the current experimental setup still lags behind
perfection to consider factors such as superstructural stiff-
ness and the influence of retaining wall installation during
soil filling. +us, full understanding of the behaviour under
passive loading remains to be an opportunity for further
investigations.

For embankments constructed over CFG pile-reinforced
subgrade soil, due to stiffness differences, arching phe-
nomenon develops, and piles attract larger load proportion,
whereas the natural ground bears approximately uniform
pressure distribution. +e major portion of the load is
transferred through arching. When geosynthetic rein-
forcement is included, strips of geomembranes between piles
become stiffer than those in the middle. +is allows the
reinforcement strips to receive a larger portion of the load
than elsewhere with an inverse triangular distribution
pattern. Depending on the pile configuration, the developing
arch may establish a concentric 3D hemispherical dome
shape or semiellipsoidal upper boundary accompanied by a
semicircular lower-boundary arch. Arching phenomenon is
not instantaneous but develops fully after a certain amount
of consolidation. Compared to the apparent load transfer
mechanism through cushions under rigid structural ele-
ments, the load transferred through negative friction in
GRPS embankments is lesser due to arching and membrane
effect. In this regard, further research is needed to under-
stand the time effect of soil-arching development, the in-
fluence of the construction process, the effect of the localized
load distribution, and cyclic loading on soil arching. Yet to
be given further consideration is the long-term performance
of geosynthetic-reinforced CFG-piled embankments.

As far as the failure mode in an isolated CFG pile is
concerned, it is found that crushing, bulging, shear, and/or
punching would occur on the top part of the pile.+e quality
of the upper pile body is affected by the method and se-
quence of construction. Consequently, close on-site

operational assessment and continuous quality inspections
are needed throughout the process of construction. +e
thickness of the cushion layer and the nature of the foun-
dation above it determine the apparent failure mechanism
developing in the load transfer platform. For a relatively
thick cushion beneath the rigid foundation (such as mat or
slabs on grade), Prandtl’s failure mechanism takes place. If
the cushion is covered by the flexible foundation (such as
thin embankments), then punching shear failure mode
develops. For a group of piles, pile bending and collapse were
identified as common failure modes for internal stability in
embankments supported by the CFG pile composite
foundation. However, depending on the stiffness of firm
stratum, area replacement ratio, stiffness and location of the
piles, pile spacing, height of the embankment, and incli-
nation of the soft ground bottom, a combined failure en-
velopemay trigger. From a practical point of view, numerical
analysis is usually employed to check stability and potential
failure mechanisms.
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